Riverdi Display Solutions
Simplicity of Design – Multitude of Applications
Simplicity of Design – Multitude of Applications

- Point of sale machines
- CNC machines control panels
- Tele/Video conferencing systems
- Vending machine control panels
- Multi-function printers
- Power meter
- Access control systems
- Professional coffee machines
- GPS/Satellite navigation systems
- Personal medical devices
- Car dashboards
- 3D printers
- Autoclave
- Elevator controls
- Heart monitors
- Voting devices
- Thermostats
- Gas chromatographs
- Audio amplifiers

Discover the Products of Riverdi
European Manufacture – Easy and Fast Support

Choose from over 130 ready-made industrial displays or create your own tailor-made high quality product using a wide range of technological parameters.
DISCOVER OUR PRODUCTS

Choose from over 130 ready-made industrial displays or create your own tailor-made high-quality product using a wide range of technological parameters.

**Standard PCT**
- Chemically strengthened glass
- Fixed cover glass dimension
- Standard touch sensor area
- Black Boarder

**uxTouch**
- Chem. str. or hard coating glass
- Changeable cover glass shape
- Customized touch sensor area
- Any color available
- No dirt accumulation
- Easy assembly
- Easy cleaning
- Customization

**Displays with SSD1963 controller**
- 1MB memory
- Parallel interface
- Standardized 36-pin connector for all sizes
- Built-in LED inverter

**Displays with FT8xx controller**
- Fast development
- EVE with built-in graphic widgets
- Built-in LED inverter
- Standardized 20-pin connector for all sizes
- Built-in Touch controller
- SPI/I2C interface